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LOGLINE

A verbatim reconstruction of two lectures given by Moroccon Imam Mohammed Fazazi at 
Hamburg’s Al Quds mosque in January 2000. In the wake of 9/11, it was discovered that three 
of the four suicide pilots were regular, active members of Al Quds and were in close contact 
with Fazazi. Hamburg Lectures is a unique opportunity to become acquainted with the 
reasoning and internal logic of a radical Islamist thinker and preacher, »a compelling exercise 
in the twin powers of language and faith« (E. Cockrell, MOMA, New York).

 STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR

„Sapere aude“ (Horaz)
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SYNOPSIS 1

At  the  end  of  the  1990s  Mohammed  Fazazi  became  Imam  of  the  Al  Quds  mosque  in 
Hamburg. In January of the year 2000, during the last days of Ramadan, Fazazi held a number 
of  ‘lectures’ in  the mosque’s  prayer  room, during which those present  were able  to  pose 
questions on various aspects of life that they would normally have to submit in writing. These 
sessions were recorded on video tape anonymously and distributed in the mosque’s book 
shop, but also outside the mosque. 
After the attacks of 11 September 2001 in New York and Washington, it became known that 
three of the four suicide pilots, but also others – members of the so-called Hamburg Group – 
had attended the Al Quds mosque regularly, and were in close contact with Imam Fazazi. 

The film HAMBURGER LEKTIONEN is a verbatim reconstruction based on these video 
recordings, of two entire „lectures“ from January 2000. It provides a unique opportunity to 
become acquainted with the internal logic of an Islamistic thinker and preacher. Mohammed 
Fazazi returned to his native Morocco in October 2001. 

(Production Notes) 

Romuald  Karmakar’s  earlier  film,  DAS  HIMMLER-PROJEKT,  was  about  a  speech  by 
Heinrich Himmler that lasted three hours (which publisher Joachim C. Fest once described as 
“one of the most appalling testimonies in the German language”). The current work marks the 
second of Karmakar’s projects in which he attempts to get closer to a submerged testimonial 
by filming actor Manfred Zapatka reciting it for the camera. 

(BERLINALE 2006, Catalogue)

SYNOPSIS 2

In early 2000 Imam Mohammed Fazazi gave a series of sermons at the Al Quds mosque in 
Hamburg. Afterwards, the audience was permitted to ask questions on any topic. The sermons 
were filmed anonymously and the videos were later sold from the mosque's bookstore. It later 
transpired that three of the perpetrators of the 9/11 massacre had visited the mosque on a 
number of occasions and were closely connected to Imam Fazazi. 'The Hamburg Lectures' is a 
word-by-word reconstruction from video footage of Fazazi's lectures in January 2000. This is 
the second time that Karmaker has worked with documentary reconstruction - his first was a 
reconstruction  of  Heinrich  Himmler's  three  hour  long  speech  at  Poznan  in  1943  -  in  an 
attempt to understand the rhetoric and thoughts of groups in society many would generally 
prefer  to  ignore.  'The  Hamburg  Lectures'  is  a  stimulating  film  and  represents  a  unique 
opportunity  to  listen to  the reasoning of  a  powerful  influencal  Imam. Muhammed Fazazi 
returned to Morocco in October 2001.

(Catalogue, Copenhague Dox)
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SYNOPSIS 3

During the last days of Ramadan in 2000, a controversial, radical Imam named Mohammed 
Ben Mohammed al-Fazazi,  who sometimes  uses  the  alias  Abu Mariam,  gave  a  series  of 
lectures at the Al Quds mosque, actually a storefront, at Steindamm 103 in central Hamburg. 
Videotaped by persons unknown, the lectures were intended as informational; much of Imam 
Fazazi’s time, in fact, is taken up with the answering of questions submitted, in writing, in 
advance of the sessions: “Is it possible to get closer to God?,“ „Is it permitted to go on a 
pilgrimage  with  a  forged  passport?,“  and  other  queries  covering  faith,  commitment, 
community and even adultery (a joke is mades of the double-entendre meaning of the word 
„booty“).  The  word-for-word  transcripts  of  two  sessions  are  presented  here,  read  from 
sheaves of white paper, by actor Manfred Zapatka.

Other than a glimpse into the internal logic of Islamistic thinking, these lectures have a morge 
urgent notoriety: in the wake of 9/11, it was discovered that three of the four suicide pilots – 
the  Lebanese  Ziad  Samir  al-Jarra;  U.A.E.-born  Marwan  al-Shehhi;  and  the  Egyptian 
Mohammed el-Amir Atta, for many the „face“ of the attackers on the day – were regular, 
active members of Al Quds, ans of the so-called „Hamburg Cell“. While there’s no actual 
proof these men were at these specific gatherings, the knowledge of their involvement shifts 
Fazazi’s words from pedantic to resonant. What is it in these teachings that prompted such 
violence? 

As a postscript, Fazazi returned to his native Marocco in 2001, and has subsequently been 
linked to 2003 violence in Casablanca and the Madrid bombings. HAMBURG LECTURES is 
a compelling exercise in the twin powers of language and faith. 

(Eddie Cockrell, The Museum of Modern Art, New York)
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INTRO ROLL

Mohammed Ben Mohammed al-Fazazi, alias Abu Mariam, is a member of the Madinissa 
Tribe and was born near Taza in northern Morocco in 1948, ’49 or ’50.

He first attended a Qur’an school, later moved to Rabat to study and also tried to be a pop 
star.

In 1970, he became a teacher for French and Literature. 

He taught for 31 years at state schools and supports two wives and eleven children, among 
them nine girls, as he himself wrote.

In 1976, he founded his own mosque in Casa Barata, a part of Tangier.

In his sermons, he takes after his father, a nationally-renowned Islamist, and he teaches the 
Salafistic variety of Islam.

According to those teachings, only the Prophet and his companions as well as the three 
following generations of Muslims led devout and pure enough lives.

After studying Islamic Law in Fez, he became a khatib, a special type of imam, which 
enabled him to hold speeches in the mosque after the Friday prayer.

In the early nineties, the Moroccan state tried to curb the influence of radical Islamists and 
forbade Fazazi from preaching.
They later lifted the ban and financed his trips abroad, so he could teach at mosques all over 
the world.

In the late nineties, Fazazi became the imam at the Al-Quds Mosque in Hamburg and 
remained there for several years. The mosque was founded by Moroccan immigrants in 1993.

It is one of fourteen mosques in the district of St. Georg and has been located in an office 
building at Steindamm 103 since 1996.

It is still run by the Arab Cultural Association.

In January, 2000, Fazazi held several so-called lectures in the mosque’s prayer room during 
the final days of Ramadan.

Those present were permitted to ask questions which they, as a rule, had to submit in writing. 
Those meetings were videotaped by an unknown person.

These tapes were sold under the title of  “Lectures of Sheik Fazazi II” at the bookshop in the 
Al-Quds Mosque and at other bookshops.

The verbatim text is presented here.
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EXTRO ROLL

Following the assaults of September 11, 2001 in New York and Washington, it became 
known that three of the four suicide pilots regularly attended the Al-Quds Mosque.

- Mohammed el-Amir Atta, born in 1968 in Egypt,
- Ziad Samir al-Jarra, born in 1975 in Lebanon,
- Marwan al-Shehhi, born in 1978 in the United Arab Emirates.

Others who are ascribed to the Hamburg group, like the Yemenite Ramzi Binalshib, a close 
friend of Atta and the so-called coordinator of the assaults, all came here.

It was well known in the congregation that Atta’s group was closely connected to Fazazi and 
that they kept requesting confidential conversations with him.

It is impossible to precisely determine the members of the Hamburg group who were present 
on 3 and 5 January, 2000.

Atta, Jarrah, al-Shehhi and Binalshib had travelled to Afghanistan in November and 
December, 1999 to undergo training at an Al Qaeda training camp.

Fazazi remained the imam of the Al-Quds Mosque until October, 2001 when he returned to 
Morocco.

After the assaults in Casablanca in May, 2003, Fazazi was suspected of inspiring the fourteen 
suicide assasins.

In June, 2003, he was condemned by a Moroccan court of being the intellectual »theorist« 
behind the Salafyia Jihadia group, and of »inciting murder and participating in the planning of 
terrorist operations«, and sentenced to 30 years in prison.

A year later, Fazazi was connected to the assaults in Madrid, since some of the assassins came 
from Tangier and one of the main suspects had had a close relationship to Fazazi since the 
summer of 2001.

Fazazi denies every accusation that he was involved in the assaults in Casablanca and Madrid.

Mohammed Fazazi was never arraigned at a preliminary inquiry in Germany.
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BIO-FILMOGRAPHY ROMUALD KARMAKAR

Born in Wiesbaden, Germany, in 1965. In 1994, he founded his production company Pantera Film 
GmbH. His first feature film DER TOTMACHER/THE DEATHMAKER was awarded for Best Actor 
at the Venice Film Festival in 1995. His last film HAMBURGER LEKTIONEN will be released in 
Germany in September 2007. With the support of the National Foundation of Culture and Arts he’s 
currently working on a feature project about the operations of a policebataillon from Hamburg in 
occupied Poland in 1942/43. He lives in Berlin.

Films

2006 HAMBURG LECTURES /Hamburger Lektionen 
(WP: Berlinale 2006, Panorama; IP: Vancouver Film Festival; 3sat-documentary-
award for Best Germanspeaking Doc, 30 th Duisburger Filmwoche 2006)

2005 BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE WIDE BLUE SEA (doc)
(WP: Locarno Film Festival 2005, Video-Competition. „Mention Speciale“; arte-
documentary-award for Best German Doc, 29th Duisburger Filmwoche 2005)

2004. NIGHTSONGS / Die Nacht singt ihre Lieder (feature; 95')
(WP: Berlinale 2004, Competition)

2003. LAND OF ANNIHILATION / Land der Vernichtung (doc)
(WP: Berlinale 2004, Panorama)

2002 THE NIGHT OF YOKOHAMA /Die Nacht von Yokohama (doc.)

196 BPM (Video; 62'; Dok.)
(WP: Berlinale 2003, Forum)

2000 THE HIMMLER PROJECT / Das Himmler-Projekt (doc.)
(WP: Berlinale, Forum; IP: Locarno 2000, video-competition, National TV-Award: 
Grimme-Preis SPEZIAL 2002; Part of the Film Archive of the Museum of Modern 
Art, New York)

1999 MANILA (feature)
(Bavarian Filmprize 2000, Best Script (w. Bodo Kirchhoff); 
IP: Locarno 2000, competition: Winner of the Silver Leopardo)

1997 FRANKFURT MILLENNIUM / Das Frankfurter Kreuz (TV)
(WP: Berlinale, Panorama '98)

1995 THE DEATHMAKER / Der Totmacher (feature)
(WP: Venice, competition. Prize for Best Actor to Götz George;
'96: 3 National Filmawards in Gold: Best Film, Best Director, Best Actor)

1994 THE TYRANN OF TORINO / Der Tyrann von Turin (sf)

INFIGHT (doc.)

1989-92 WARHEADS (doc.)
(WP: Locarno; GP: Berlinale, Forum)
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(Prize for Best German shortfilm in Oberhausen)

1990 SAM SHAW ON JOHN CASSAVETES (doc.)

1989 DOGS OF VELVET AND STEEL / Hunde aus Samt und Stahl (doc.)

1988 GALLODROME (sf; doc.)

HELLMAN RIDER (co-director Ulrich von Berg; doc.)

1987 COUP DE BOULE (sf; doc.)
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1985 A FRIENDSHIP IN GERMANY / Eine Freundschaft in Deutschland (S-8)
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FESTIVALS/SCREENINGS

2006:

Worldpremiere: Berlinale 2006 (Panorama)
International Premiere: Vancouver International Film Festival

– Dokfest, Munich (Germany)
– VIENNALE, Vienna (Austria)
– German Films, Museum of Modern Art, New York (USA)
– Duisburger Filmwoche; (3sat-Preis for Best German Speaking Documentary)
– Filmschulwoche Saarbrücken (Germany)
– Copenhague Dox Festival (Denmark)

2007:

– Max-Ophüls-Festival, Saarbrücken (Germany)
– Rotterdam Film Festival (Netherlands)
– Cinéma du réel, Paris (France)
– Mar del Plata Filmfestival (Argentina)
– DIAGONALE Graz (Austria)
– Retrospective of Contemporary German Cinema, Lincoln (Nebraska, USA)
– Impakt Festival Utrecht (Netherlands)
– Jeonju International Film Festival (South Korea)
– Indie Lisboa Film Festival (Portugal)


